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Investigations on Irrigation Diversions in
Murrumbidgee River system using Satellite Imagery

and Water Resources Models.
ABSTRACT

I n 2019, WaterNSW  de velop ed  20 Year Infrastructure Plan  t hat involved looking  at  a  number 
of infrastructure options to improve water efficiency and develop new assets to address water 
reliability and water security considering climate   change impacts. Murrumbidgee River wa s 
one of the valleys that was part of this investigation.
Wat erNSW   undertook hydrological modelling using eWater Source software for investigation 
o f  river diversions and operations for   building the valley wide river model. This  was a  
challenging task given there i s lack of   reliable operational data available on the  diversions 
and cropping information at   property level in the river system. Also, the river monitoring and 
metering information  is available at broader scale in the river system and may not be able to 
capture the changes in irrigator behavior, cropping patterns, river orders and diversions.
This study was unique as satellite imagery in conjunction with metering data available in 
Wa terNSW, Water Accounting System (WAS) was used to build, calibrate and   valid ate the crop 
demand models in the Murrumbidgee river  system. Satellite crop areas covering the valley 
from 2003/4 to 2017/18 were used to develop crop demand models using Irrigator  Crop Model 
in eWater Source. A unique method for calibration was employed l ooking at reach calibration 
with optimistion of crop  model variables to locate the parameter values that cause the Source 
model to closely predict the measured data (observed diver sions within the reach). These 
parameters values   include soil moisture conte nt, plant root depth, depletion factors and supply 
e scape or   return flows. To perform the optimisation, a Python script was developed to assist 
with   the iterative modelling and opt imization of crop model parameters. This paper   highlights 
the methodology an d results of this contemporary hydrologic modelling  approach and its 
success in modelling irrigation diversions in the Murrumbidgee River Valley.



INTRODUCTION

The Murrumbidgee  is the third longest river within Australia and sits across south-western NSW  and th  
e ACT. Irrigation in  the M urrumbidgee  accounts  for a large  proportion of  Australia ’ s fruit , vegetable 
and rice  production . The Murrumbidgee River, located in south-west NSW, is almost 1,600 kilometres 
in length from its source  in the Snowy Mountains to  its junction with the Murray River. About 1,200 ki 
lometres of this is regulated. It drains an area of some 84,000 square kilometres and is a major tributary 
of the Murray Darling River system (Figure 1). The major urban centres w ithin this region include  
Canberra and the largest NSW inland city, Wagga Wag ga. The volume and pattern of flows in the 
Murrumbidgee River have been significantly altered by the construction and operation of Burrinjuck 
Dam on the Murrumbidgee River and Blo wering Dam on the Tumut Ri ver to supply water to 
downstream users and the div ersion of water from the Snowy River through the Snowy Mountains 
Scheme into the Murrumbidgee River.  Additionally, the Murrumbidgee River is home  t o a range of 
nationally significant wetlands and has important ecological and cultural values. 

WaterNSW ope rates the  water delivery network which pri marily relies on two large dams (Burrinjuck 
and  Blowering) as well as a series of re-regulation weir s along the  river, which capture e xcess water 
that may be then utilised for downstream orders.

Figure 1. Murrumbidgee River Catchment

WaterNSW  relies  on a range of tools  for infrastruc ture planning of  water resources  in order  to improve 
water efficiency and develop new assets to address wa ter reliability and water security ,  considering 
cli mate   change impacts . WaterNSW de veloped  an  eWater Source planning model for Murrumbidgee 
River  system  in  201 9  that covers area from the dams to  B alranald , upst ream of Murray river junction  
(see Figure 2).

Wat erNSW  uses it s river system models  to  examine t he potenti al benefits of  proposed infrastruct ure , 
how e ver, in  order to do this reliably, the models ne e d to be w ell calib rated to the various asp ects of the 
system. One  of these  key aspect s , and often the mos t challenging  to model, is the irrigation  water  
demand.   Irrigation water demand is typically  mod elled using a crop model , wh ich will plant,  wat er and 
harv est crops according to the input data and a set of   parameters and  functions . These functions largely 
r elate  to the  usage of water b y the crop (i.e. cr op parameters) and the availability of water  in the  soil 
store in  which   th e crop sits. Typically, the crop parameters are chosen and fix ed based on  historical field 



experiments  and calibration  is  focused on v ariation of soil store parameters .  This paper ou tlines a  semi- 
automated procedure for  irriga tion   demand model calibration  undertaken by W aterNSW  with assistanc  
e from Catchment Simulation Solutions in the Murrumbidgee Valley. 

Figure 2. Murrumbidgee River eWater Source Planning Model

METHODOLOGY

Crop Model Setup

For modelling irrigator and crop dem and/usage  in  eWater Sou rce  hydrolog y  planning  model ,  the  
Irrigator Crop  De mand  Model  deve loped by eWater   ( Ref er  eWater 2021 ) was used for the model 
development.  T he crop  model was setup on a reach basis  rou ghly in  line with the existing  operation al  
reaches  in  WaterNSW  Computer Aided Improved River  Operations  (CAIRO)  system , however   in some 
locations,  th e CAIRO r eaches w ere fu rther broken up  in ord er to better repre sent the  demand losses 
along the river. The irrigation districts were represented as single reaches.

The nodes were initially setup using sta ndard  FAO56 para meter s and the maximum area for each crop 
node was selected based on  the greater of either the ex is ting  modelling nodes or  aerial photography 
interpretation previously undertaken. 

While it is  known that a wide variety of crops are grown within the Murrumbidgee Valley,  and this will 
often change year to year, it was felt that a simplification of c rop ar eas would be  appropriate given the 
lack of a vailable data. F our representative crops were chosen four each of four key regions   ( see  Figure  
3) and the proportion of each crop selected from existing data.

The regions are defined as follows:

 Upstream: Upstream of Berembed

 Middle Reach: Between Berembed and Darlington Point

 Downstream: Downstream of Darlington Point

 Yanco/Billabong: The Yanco Billabong System



The crop mix utilised is presented in  Table  1 . In addition to the  irrigation u sers along the riv er, there ar  
e two large ir rigation districts  (Murrumbidgee Irri gation Area and Colleambally I rrigation District)  that 
extra ct water in bulk and distribute it interally to district farmer s.  The crop mix for these a reas is  reported 
by the district operators and is therefore known and directly input into the model.

Figure 3. Irrigation Demand Modelled Reaches

Table 1. Modelled Crop Mix

Region Initial Crop Mix
Upstream Summer Pasture: 45% of summer area

Lucerne: 55% of summer area
Winter Pasture: 50% of summer area
Citrus: Constant area determined by aerial photography analysis

Mid Summer Pasture: 47% of summer area
Vegetables: 53% of summer area
Winter Pasture: 50% of summer area
Citrus: Constant area determined by aerial photography analysis

Downstream Rice: 50% of summer area
Summer Pasture: 50% of summer area
Winter Pasture: 50% of summer area
Citrus: Constant area determined by aerial photography analysis

Yanco/Billabong Rice: 90% of summer area
Lucerne: 10% of summer area
Winter Cereal: 50% of summer area
Citrus: Constant area determined by aerial photography analysis



Remote Sensing

R emote sensing was utilised  to determine the historical cro p areas  as p er  Sing h  et al .  (201 8 ) .  This 
approach essentially  util ises the  t emporal  si gnature of  Normalis ed Di fference  Vegetation Index (NDVI) 
to determine  crop areas for both summer and winter growing s easons, as well as identif y perennial 
crops.  The approach has been previously used  by WaterNSW in other  coastal  valley s and found to 
produce a ccurate  crop areas as  well as estimates of the  weighted average crop mix.  Sattelite data from  
Sen t inel -2  (S2)  and  Landsat -8  ( Ls 8)   was  d ownloaded an d processed  in the area (See Figure  4 ). This  was  
then  used to calculate  estimate d cro p areas for the 2013/ 14  –  2016/ 17 seasons  usi ng NDVI  m ethod.  
Figure  5  shows the  total irrigated crop areas for th e Murrumb idgee river reaches  processed  based on  
the sattelite imagery data that was used for this study.

Figure 4. Sattelite Imagery tiles for Murrumbidgee

Figure 5. Total Irrigated crop areas (in hectares) for Murrumbidgee river reaches



Calibration Procedure

The calibration procedure was undertaken in two key stages:

1. Crop  Model  Par am eters: In this stage th e crop areas are   deter mined using the  remote sens ing  data 
and the crop model  parameter s are calibrated using an optimisation procedure. Calibration  is 
undertaken by matching the  annual recorded water usage.  Five crop model parameters  (see Table 
2) were selected for optimisation based on their sensitivity and importance for crop model setup.

Table 2. Optimised Crop Model Paramaters

Parameter Comment Range (varies with crop type)
Soil Moisture Content Represents the overall node soil 

moisture store for the node
10-30mm

Plant Root Depth Represents the depth that the 
crop can access water

100-1725 mm

Supply Escape Represents the loss of water 
during the irrigation supply

0-20%

Depletion Factor Is the ratio of water consumed 
versus water supplied

20-82.5%

Target Depletion The water deficit in the root zone 
compared to field capacity, a 
value that irrigators try to 
maintain

10-112.5 mm

2. Planting Decisio n Par ameters:  The  best  crop parameters  are then adopted and the  remote sensed 
data is  replaced by a planting decision w hich determ ines h ow much crop to plant each year based 
on the available water and a risk function. The risk function is then optimised.

I n both stages, r e asonable default  paramters are initially  selected,  the procedure is  then to sequentially 
vary e ach par ameter up a nd down , choose the best result and move onto the next parameter . This 
continues until all parameters have been “optimised”. 

The aim of the optimisation is to locate the parameter values that cause the Source m odel to closely 
predict the measur ed data  (ob served diversions within the reach) . To perform the optimisation, a Python 
script has been written. The Python script makes  re peated calls to Source via i t ’ s command line interface, 
each time using a new set of parameter values.

Optimisation proceeds as follows:

1. For each parameter’s values being optimised:

a. Run the Source model, using parameters as follows:
i. For previously-optimise d parameters, use the values that were found to perform 

the best.
ii. For the parameter currently being optimised, use it’s current value.

iii. For parameters that have not yet been optimised, use their default values.

b. Calculate the “cost” of the current parameter value:
i. Extract the total water requirement for each water user node from th e Source 

output.
ii. Sum the water requirement for each financial year.

iii. Calculate the squared difference between the summed requirements and the 
measured data.

iv. Average the squared differences, to arrive at a single “cost”. 

c. I f the mode l ’ s results are closer to the measu red r esults than previously (i.e. lower cost) , 
retain the current parameter value as the “best value”, for the parameter being optimised.



2. The optimal parameter values are those selected at each of the above iterations.

The cost calculation is the average  of th e square differences between the mode l ’ s  results and the 
measured results. This cost calculation is very common, for example, in perfor ming least squares 
regression.   Note that the parameters for each  group  of nodes is optimised separately, using a sep arate  
cost calculation. For example, the para meters pertaining to the   “ downstrea m ”  nodes are treated as 
distinct from those parameters perta ining to the   “ mi d ”  nodes. This  allows the optimal parameters for 
the broad groups to vary. However, all nodes in a group share a common set of parameters. 

The p arameters are optimised in the sequence shown in  Ta ble 3  and 4 , being the order of perceived 
importance to the model. 

Table 3 Crop parameter optimisation order for the Crop Model Areas

Parameter 
number

Parameter Downstream 
group crop

Mid group 
crop

Upstream 
group crop

Yanco-
Billabong 
group crop

1 Supply 
Escape

Rice Vegetables Lucerne Rice

2 Supply 
Escape

Summer 
pasture

Summer 
pasture

Summer 
pasture

Lucerne

3 Supply 
Escape

Winter pasture Winter 
pasture

Winter 
pasture

Winter 
cereal

4 Soil 
Moisture 
Content

- - - -

5 Plant root 
depth

Rice Vegetables Lucerne Rice

6 Plant root 
depth

Summer 
pasture

Summer 
pasture

Summer 
pasture

Lucerne

7 Plant root 
depth

Winter pasture Winter 
pasture

Winter 
pasture

Winter 
cereal

8 Depletion 
Factor

Rice Vegetables Lucerne Rice

9 Depletion 
Factor

Summer 
pasture

Summer 
pasture

Summer 
pasture

Lucerne

10 Depletion 
Factor

Winter pasture Winter 
pasture

Winter 
pasture

Winter 
cereal

11 Target 
Depletion

- Vegetables Lucerne -

12 Target 
Depletion

Summer 
pasture

Summer 
pasture

Summer 
pasture

Lucerne

13 Target 
Depletion

Winter pasture Winter 
pasture

Winter 
pasture

Winter 
cereal



Table 4 Planting decision parameter optimisation order

Parameter 
number

Parameter Downstream 
group crop

Mid group 
crop

Upstream 
group crop

Yanco-Bi
llabong 
group crop

1 Risk factor Rice Vegetables Lucerne Rice
2 Risk factor Summer 

pasture
Summer 
pasture

Summer 
pasture

Lucerne

3 Risk factor Winter pasture Winter 
pasture

Winter 
pasture

Winter 
cereal

5 Max area 
multiplier

Rice Vegetables Lucerne Rice

6 Max area 
multiplier

Summer 
pasture

Summer 
pasture

Summer 
pasture

Lucerne

7 Max area 
multiplier

Winter pasture Winter 
pasture

Winter 
pasture

Winter 
cereal

One of the key limitations of the optimisation pr ocedure is that the optimisation parameters h ave been 
varied  sequentially rather than simultaneously. This  means that the optimisation order may play a 
significant role i n the value s chosen for each paramete r. For example, if the  model is over-estimating,  
then the procedure will chose the lowest valu es in the parameter ranges until the model is no longer 
over-estimating, and then it may chose higher values in the ranges.  S o the first  few parameters will 
always be lowest in the range, while subsequent parameters may be higher.

Despite this limitation,  initial testing indicated that the parameter order did not significantly affect 
chosen parameters as all parameters essentially moved the results in the same direction. 

Calibration Results

The results are prese nted as a series of plots, comp aring the mode l ’ s results with the measured results, 
at each step of the optimisation. The final plot is the result of the optimisation   that involves series of 
steps (13 in total) considering each set of parameters optimised iteratively using the python script.

The titl e of  each plot describes the parameter that was optimised, the crop (if applicable), and  the value 
of  the parameter that was deemed the best.   Table 5  maps the code used in each plot to the parameter 
being optimised.

Table 5 Crop optimisation parameter codes

Parameter code Name
sfs Supply escape (“spill from surface”)
smc Soil Moisture Content
dor Plant root depth (“depth of root”)
df Depletion Factor
Tsd Target Depletion (“target soil depletion”)

As note d previously, the model generally over-estima tes the w ater requirement. The area scaling factor 
(described previously) helps in this regard. However, the model  still overestimates the requirement, as 
seen in the   “ Defaul t ”  plots bel ow. Therefore, the optimi sation procedure generally prefers parameter  
values th at decrease the requirement. For example, setting the   “ spill from surfac e ”  parameters to 0, and 
often sele cting the minimum value of each paramete r ’ s range. This effect is more  pronounced if the area 
scaling factors are not applied (not shown).

Th e results  of optimising the crop parameters of the  Middle   region  (reach) are shown in  Figure  6 .   Blue 
bars indicate results predicted by the Source model , Red bars indicate  measured results  for  usage. The 
second st age of calibration, where the crop ar eas ar e  determined by the planting decision are undertaken 
i n a s i milar  fashion ,  with the  optimisation proceeding in the order outlined in  Table  4  and results of the 
Middle region  p resented in  Figure  7 .   In addition to the ri ver user s, the two irrigation districts within  the 
Murrumbidgee (Murrumbidgee I rrigation Area and the  Collea mbally Irrigation District) were also 
calibrated with the results shown in Figure 8.



Figure 6. Optimisation results for the Middle Region. Final results are in the right-most plot of the
bottom row.

Figure 7. Planting decision parameter optimisation results for the Mid group, with optimised crop
parameters. Final results are in the right-most plot of the bottom row.

Optimisation final results

Optimisation final results



Figure 8. Irrigation District calibration results for the forced area calibration

Optimisation final results

Optimisation final results



Based  on the optimised crop model parameters,  the final model runs were undertaken  to compare the 
recorded  diversions in each  modelled reach  with the  simulated diversions . The results are presented in 
Figure  9   show signific ant improvements in annual diversions  (a fter o ptimisation)  compared to the old 
model runs with respect to recorded diversions.

Figure 9. Comparison of Irrigation diversions

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Deman d mo del calibration has historically been undertaken  as a manual process  whereby parameters 
are varied  exp erimentally to  determine the best parameter set . The methodology  outlin ed in this paper  
utili ses a similar ap p roach, however the process is largely automa ted and therefore more easily 
documented and justified. A s the parameters are varied sequentially, rather than simultan eously it is 
not consid ered a  true optimisation,  however as part of the m ethod, the order of  parameters was varied 
and this sho wed little  change in the overall par ameter set , su ggesting the sequential approach is 
acceptable.   Another advantage of this process is that it is  easily r epeat abl e as new data b ecomes 
available to improve the calibration, such as revised or new remote sensed imagery or metering data.

Th is automated  crop model  calibration  based on this study shows significant advantage  and 
improvements  in  modelling  irrigation  diversions   compa red t o  other traditional   methods. It has been rec  
comended and adopted for use in other valley planning models in WaterNSW.
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